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Yogic Dances & Therapeutic Claims – Kiirtan 
Compiled by Acharya Shambhushivananda Avadhuta 

History 
The dance performed by  Pa’rvati- the spouse of  Maha Yogi Shiva is known as La’sya or 
Lalita Ma’rmika’.Lalita means ‘graceful’ and Ma’rmika means ‘that which touches the core of 
the heart’. In Lasya, the movements are gentle, graceful and sometimes expressive. Some 
scholars call Lasya, the feminine version of Tán ́́dava. Lasya is of two kinds - Jarita Lasya 
and Yauvaka Lasya. According to the Pura’na’s, Shiva dances a wild and vigorous táńd ́ava 
dance in the cremation grounds at night but dances a soft and graceful lasya dance in the 
tranquility of the twilight. Caetanya Mahaprabhu introduced kiirtan as a popular spiritual 
movement to overcome religious dogmas. Mahaprabhu  while meditating at Kankalmalini 
Ghat at one particular spot for six years with deep concentration  in Birbhum District in 
Bengal realized that meditation was not easy for common people, so he invented Kiirtan 
with mantra "hare krsna, hare krsna, krsna krsna, hare hare. hare rama, hare rama, rama 
rama, hare hare.” It is said that Caetanya Mahaprabhu empowered this mantra and made it 
valid for five hundred years. In early 1970’s, Shrii Shrii Anandamurtiiji revived Kiirtan 
with a new siddha mantra Baba Nam Kevalam. 
 

Meaning 
Kiirtan is the dance of the cosmic spirit or voice of the inner spirit. 
 

Types & Variations of Kiirtan 
In 1980’s Anandamurtiiji also began composing songs called Prabhat Samgiita and some of 
the songs were following different styles of Kiirtan such as Pada Kiirtan and Bhanga Kiirtan. 
There are many styles of Kiirtan and many gharanas Kiirtan also owes a lot to Svar Shastra 
given by Shiva. Shiva had found the link between the exhalation and inhalation of breath 
on one side, and dance, song and instrumental music on the other. This is called Svara 
Shastra. Indo-Aryan music is divided into two main schools: Hindustani music and Deccan 
or Carnatic music. The basic characteristics of those two schools of music are that, based 
on specific ra'gas or ra'giniis, they give expression to different feelings. Then again, there 
are other sub-schools of music. Each person tries to please Parama Purus'a in a particular 
style which is unique to him or her; these styles are known as gharana. In Bengal (India & 
Bangladesh) there is Vis'n'upuri gharana. In kiirtan there are different musical styles or 
gharanas, such as Manoharshahi, Ranihati, Garanhata, Mandarram, etc. In order to 
establish an adjustment between Shiva’s Ta’ndava  and Pa’rvati’s  Lalita Ma’rmika, the idea 
of ta’la was started in Indian Music. Lalita is to be used during kiirtana. It is the only dance 
which is universally accepted as the best dance for kiirtana.  
Akhanda Kiirtan can be performed in multiples of three hours without any limit. Nagar 
Kiirtan is done by singing and dancing in public or on the streets. Morning nagar Kiirtan 
(just at dawn) is most loved by the common people. 
Shrii Shrii Anandamurtiiji has also introduced a special variety of Kiirtan for special 
occasions . It is called A’varta-kiirtan. Spiritual aspirants are provided instruction in this 
kiirtan by an Ac’arya of A’nanda Ma’rga during the course of imparting instructions in 
spiritual practices. 
 

System of performing Kiirtan 
Kiirtan tunes may be lively or slow. The arms should be held high (above 90 
degrees).Preferably, the elbows should not go below the shoulders. 
   Steps are: 
Start with a namaska’r gesture; then raise the arms. The upraised hands indicate the spirit 
of surrender 
The right toe goes backwards behind the heel of left foot and touches the earth very gently 
while reciting Baba Nam. The knee bends a little loosening the knee joint of the right leg. 
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The left toe goes backwards behind the heel of the right foot and touches the earth again 
very gently while reciting Kevalam. The knee bends a little loosening the knee joint of the 
left leg. 
 

Mudras and their significance 
Dance expresses inner psychic feelings through Chanda (rhythm) and mudrá (specialised 
gestures), without the help of language or words. In occidental dance, there is more beauty 
in rhythm. But oriental dance utilizes both rhythm and mudrá. These mudrás because of 
their close association with rhythmic qualities have become more expressive and beautiful 
than the rhythmic occidental music. For instance, when we offer something, we perform a 
particular mudrá which is called sampradan mudrá. Similarly, there are other mudrás which 
also indicate different styles of offering, for example, Prakśepa and Náráyána mudrás. We 
can offer things in any style we choose; we can direct a person to stop with a variety of 
mudrás also. Here we express ourselves without the use of words. 
Mudras find their origins in an innate longing of living beings to express their pra’na-shakti 
through expressional gestures. According to Tantra Yoga, the source of all sound is 
Paráshakti, which is such a vast entity that it cannot be explained in words.This pa’rashakti 
manifests further via Madhyama Shakti, Vaekharii Shakti., Dyotamána Shakti.and 
Shrutigochara Shakti. Now the characteristic of dance is to use mudrás to give expression 
to this last item that is Shrutigochara Shakti, without the help of words. The mudrás of 
dance are directly related to the ectoplasm: thus the specialties of oriental dance are easily 
appreciated by all. 
 

Duration of Kiirtan 
It is advisable that all spare time should be utilized for singing and dancing Kiirtan. Instead 
of wasting one’s time in gossiping or in useless idle pursuits, one should do kiirtana even 
for two minutes or five minutes, whenever one gets the opportunity. In the words of Shrii 
Shrii Anandamurtijii, “One who has been blessed with a human body is not a fool but an 
intelligent person. Such people feel internally that they are the children of Parama Puruśa. 
Why should they waste their time? So do Kiirtana, sing kiirtana, chant Kiirtana, whenever 
and wherever possible.” 
 

Benefits of Kiirtan 
When performed before meditation, this dancing exercise creates a proper frame of mind 
for meditation and also loosens the body so that sitting in meditation pose is easier. 
Meditation should always be done immediately after dancing Kiirtan in order to allow the 
proper assimilation of the ecstatic vibrations created through Kiirtan. 
Kiirtan also has all-round benefits. It wards off disasters and natural calamities. It invites 
positive microvita and therefore, creates a positive attitude of mind. 
In the words of Shrii Shrii Anandamurtijii, “Kiirtan frees one from all complexes. By kiirtana 
you will always feel that you are not an insignificant creature, you are not inferior or low. 
Kiirtana will always remind you that you are the affectionate children of the Supreme. In 
kiirtana there is no restriction regarding time, place or person, no distinction between 
educated and uneducated, between black and white.” 
 
Kiirtan dissolves egotism and so it should be done as much as possible. Kiirtana is a 
valuable aid in spiritual practice (sádhaná). It accelerates the speed of human progress 
towards the Supreme Conciousness – “Sádhanásaháyakam.”  Kiirtana is not only helpful in 
the realm of spirituality, but also in all spheres of life; it banishes physical troubles and 
tribulations as well. Kiirtana enables one to fight against all mundane difficulties and to 
finally becomes victorious one must do kiirtana not only to surmount physical afflictions, 
but psychic and spiritual afflictions as well. It is the best medicine for all psychological 
compexes including mental depression. Kiirtana will help you in all circumstances, in all 
possible ways. If people do kiirtana with distinct expression of the mantra, their mouths 
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become pure, their tongues become pure, their ears become pure, their whole bodies 
become pure – and when so many parts of the body become pure, the átmá (self) also 
becomes pure. The absence of a proper balance harms not only the individuals, but also the 
society as a whole. Kiirtan contributes towards establishing harmony in individual and 
collective life. 
 

Science of Kiirtan 
Every aspect of Kiirtan is guided by a subtle intuitional science. For example, the idea of 
touching the earth with tip of the toe is explained by Shrii Shrii Anandamurtiiji as follows: 
“You are on this earth. You are to do all worldly duties, all psychic duties, all spiritual 
duties, but your [[pressure]] on the Earth should be minimum. You should give least 
pressure on the Earth so that the Earth may not think you are a liability to the Earth. Be an 
asset. So, by touching the Earth with this portion [the toe tip], you are giving minimum 
pressure. That’s why you are to touch the Earth with that portion.” This mudra’ is part of a 
subtle science behind Kiirtan. 
 
Similarly, the science behind the gesture of raising the hands is explained by Shrii Shrii 
Anandamurtiiji in the following words:  
“This [[position]] of the hand [downward] is the most natural physical position of the hand, 
is it not? Under normal conditions you will remain in this position. It is the most natural 
physical position. And while doing any hard work, your hand will be in this position. You 
can’t use a hammer in this position [arm up], can you? No, You will have to keep the hand 
in this position [down]. This is the most natural physical position. And this is 90 degrees? 
While maintaining your hand in this position, you are to utilize your psychic strength. When 
your mind will desire, only in that condition can your hand remain like this. Otherwise, your 
hand will be in this position [down]. When you will desire it, when you will want it, only in 
that condition will it be like this. Is it not a fact? We say, “Raise the hand,” you are raising 
your hand with your mental strength. Mind likes it. That’s why it is raised. This is the style 
for using, for exercising the mind. This is physical [down] and this is mental [90 
degrees].Now, while you do kiirtan, Lalita Mármika, what is your position? You are using 
your mental power or your psycho-spiritual power? Psycho-spiritual. It should not be in this 
position [90 degrees]. In psycho-spiritual approach, this angle must be more than 90 
degrees. This shows that your hands are now at the mercy of Parama Puruśa (Supreme 
Consciousness). Your hands are in this position [up], not by your psychic power, but 
because of the mercy of Parama Puruśa (Supreme Consciousness) your hands are in this 
position. So, in Lalita Mármika, hand must be more than 90 degrees.” 
 
 

Significance of Baba Nam Kevalam mantra 
This mantra is called As’taka’ri mantra because it is composed of eight syllables. Ba’  Ba’  
Na’  ma  ke  va  la  ma. It has been made siddha (empowered) by Mahakaul Guru Shrii 
Shrii Anandamurtiiji with his spiritual power  through the system of Purs’acaran (the 
science of raising kula-kund’alinii using mantras).It can only be done by Mahakaula Guru-
one who has perfect control over the movement of  kula-kund’alinii of all microcosms. 
In the words of Shrii Shrii Anandamurtiiji “The witnessed entities have a trifarious existence 
– doer, doing and done,- and above those three is the Witnessing Entity. So far as the 
human structure or a living structure is concerned, when you are seeing something, the 
object is the done or seen, your eyes are the vehicle, and the person in the nominative 
case is your optical nerve, and is the witnessing entity also. Similarly, where the inferences 
are in the role of objects, the mind itself is the witnessing counterpart. Because the mind 
is, the organs function. If the mind doesn’t want it, if there is no approval by the mind itself 
is the witnessing counterpart. Because the mind even if you’ve got the power to see, you 
won’t see. Suppose you are moving along the road and there is a horse, but your mind is 
somewhere else: you won’t see the horse, will you? No. And when people say, “Didn’t you 
see the horse” you will say, “No, no, I was thinking about something else, that’s why I 
could not see.” Sometimes don’t you say this? That is, in that case there was no support of 
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the mind – without the support of the mind, the function was imperfect; rather, the 
function could not get any recognition. In the case of a dead body, the eyes are there, but 
those eyes cannot see because there is no support, no approval, by the mind. Similarly, in 
the case of so many functions done by minds, minds are the objective counterparts, and 
the Átman, the Supreme knowing Entity, the spirit, is the nominative counterpart, is the 
witnessing counterpart. And in the case of so many functions, so many works done by so 
many people and witnessed by so many souls, so many spirits – all those things remain 
unrecognized, if they don’t get the sanction of the Supreme source, the Supreme Spirit, 
Paramátman. So whatever is done is being witnessed by Him. You cannot do anything 
secretly. Whatever you do, it is something reflected or something refracted, and those 
reflections or refractions must get the support of the Supreme Source. And that’s why 
nobody, neither a man nor a goat nor a cow, can do anything secretly – everything is 
known to Him. And that’s why He is known as “Antarátma”, that is, the Inner Soul, the 
Supreme Soul. And that’s why it is said that this Supreme Soul, this All-witnessing Entity, is 
all-pervading. Your mind-stuff, your ectoplasmic structure, is also in the scope of this 
Supreme faculty; and each and every inter-ectoplasmic gap is filled up by His essence – 
there is no vacuum. So He is within, He is without. And He is in the closest proximity – you 
are never away from Him. You can never be an outcaste, and you can never be hated by 
Him. The society may hate you, but He cannot hate you, because the so-called gaps of 
your ectoplasmic structure are filled up by Him. There cannot be any vacuum in your 
ectoplasmic structure. So what is your duty? Your duty is to move along the path of 
righteousness, along the path of beatitude. And when you have been doing so, all crude 
elements of this universe will be converted, first, into ectoplasmic stuff, and in the second 
phase, into the form of the cognitive faculty; that is, slowly you will become one with Him. 
And when your mind gets completely apexed, you will be completely one with Him.” 
The above paragraph provides the philosophical background for the use of mantra “Bábá 
Náma Kevalam,” that is, only that target, that goal belongs to all beings. In our life, there 
cannot be two goals, and when we are doing Kiirtana, ascribing God-hood to all our internal 
and external objectives, slowly our very structure, our very being, our very sense of 
existence gets transmuted. That’s why it is said, “Kevalam”; “Kevalam” means it is the 
way, it is the route, there is no alternative. 
 
Furthermore, all complexes – the fear complex, the defeatist complex, the inferiority 
complex, complexes of hopelessness or hatred, etc. – are creations of Avidyá. Now if one 
curses another person, saying, “Let that fellow die,” one is resorting to Avidyá. Similarly, if 
a person constantly thinks, “I am a sinner, I am a sinner”, the idea of sinning complex gets 
ingrained in our minds. The ideation of Baba Nam Kevalam supports the vidya-shakti and 
counteracts avidya. 
 
For “matter”, the Sam ́skrta term is “Jad ́a”, and for “abstract” the Sam ́skrta term is 
“Bháva”, and for “astral” the Sam ́skrta term is “Sámánya”, and for “noumenal” it is 
“Múlakárańa”. Kiirtan has relation with all planes of existence but the inspiration in kiirtan 
comes from the Noumenal Entity. That is why, singing “Bábá Náma Kevalam,” while 
performing kiirtan brings bliss in immeasurable amount. 
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Yogic Dances & Therapeutic Claims – Kaośikii 
Compiled by Acharya Shambhushivananda Avadhuta 

History  
Shrii Shrii Anandamurtiiji invented and taught kaośikii on Sept 6,1978 in Patna (India).This 
yoga dance exercise was especially given for women for their physical, psychic and spiritual 
development as an alternative to táńd ́ava, which is prohibited to women. 
 

Meaning 
In yogic philosophy, Kaośikii Shakti is the transcendental cosmic operative energy 
representing the causal matrix and first cause of creation. Kaośikii Nrtya (dance) is “the 
dance of mind expansion”.  “Kośa” literally means “layers” [of the mind and the inner self]. 
Kaośikii dance is intended to give a sublime expression to subtler psycho-spiritual 
potentialities. That’s why this dance is considered to have immense value in the psychic 
and spiritual strata of human life. Incidentally, it also has innumerable physiological 
benefits and serves as a therapeutic aid in several instances. Since mysticism is an 
unending endeavour to link the finite with the infinite, kaośikii could also be called a 
mystical dance exercise. 
 

System of Dancing 
According to the Indo-Aryan custom (commonly called simply “Aryan”) there are certain 
special techniques for moving different parts of the body that follow a particular system. 
The heel of the foot is related to the sound tá, the ball of the foot to the sound dhin, and 
the toes to the sound dhae. In the kaośikii dance all three are utilized to some extent. In 
contrast, in the táńd ́ava dance tá is utilized more than dhin [and dhae is not utilized at all]. 
As is the case with kiirtan, use of toe tip is the dhae portion. Touching the earth is done 
with the dhae portion. In the words of Shrii Shrii Anandamurtiiji: “The dhae portion means 
spiritual touch, the dhin portion means psychic touch, and the tá portion means the 
physical touch.” While ending the dance, Tá! Tá! is to be done with maximum strength, 
with maximum weight of the body.  

  
Steps:  

1. Caller says “Ready” and the dancer begins by raising their folded hands directly 
overhead, in a vertical position. The upper part of the body is kept straight from the 
waist to the finger tips, with the arms straight at the elbows and the middle fingers 
always touching. 

2. Caller leads by saying: “Dhin Dhin Dhin Dhin Dhin” (in later rounds it is replaced by  
“Baba Nam Baba Ke Valam”).The body is first bent three times to the right and then 
two times back to the original position (upright). The bending of the body should be 
at a 45° angular projection. The movements start with  the right toe touching 
backwards behind the left heel. With each step (foot movement), there is a 
corresponding arm movement. The lower part of the body keeps rhythm with the 
arm movements by stepping to right, left, right, left and so on touching the toe or 
ball of the foot to the ground behind the heel of the other foot. One starts by 
touching the ground with the toe but as the dance gathers momentum, it is more 
convenient to touch the ground with the ball of the foot. 

3. Caller says: “Dhin Dhin Dhin Dhin Dhin” (in later rounds it will be replaced by “Baba 
Nam Baba Ke Valam”). The movements are repeated now with arms bending to the 
left in a similar fashion as in step 2. 

4. Caller says: “Dhin Dhin Dhin” (in later rounds it is replaced by “Baba Nam Baba”). 
The next step takes the arms first straight out in front, then straight down, touching 
the ground or right toe of the foot and then bringing them straight upright once 
more. 
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5. Caller says: “Dhin Dhin Dhin” (in later rounds it is replaced by “Baba Nam 
Baba”)This step takes the arms backwards in two stages and then returns them 
back to the original position in one stroke. 

6. Caller says: “Tá Tá” (in later rounds it is replaced by “Ke Valam”) This is the final 
part of each dance-exercise round and  is performed by vigorously stepping two 
times in place, stamping the heels firmly on the ground (right foot first and left foot 
in the end). 

7. This way the dance can be repeated starting again with the right ball of the foot 
going behind the heel of the left foot for the next round in the same rhythm of baba 
nam baba ke valam...baba nam baba ke valam...baba nam baba… baba nam 
baba...ke..valam. 

 

Symbolism of Mudras Used 
Dance expresses inner psychic feelings through chanda (rhythm) and mudrá (specialized 
gestures), without the help of language or words. In occidental dance, there is more beauty 
in rhythm. But oriental dance utilizes both rhythm and mudrá. 
 
In kaośikii, the two hands when upraised and folded together represent, “Now I am trying 
to establish a link with Supreme Consciousness.” Both hands bending to the right indicate, 
“I know the right way to request You.” The leftward movement represents, “I know how to 
fulfil Your demands.” The movement of bending in front suggests complete surrender. The 
backward bending represents, “I am ready to face all troubles that may come.” The last tá, 
tá represents, “O Lord, I repeat Your rhythm.” 
The spirit of touching the earth with toe-tip also has certain significance. In the words of 
Shrii Shrii Anandamurtiiji, “You are on this earth. You are to do all worldly duties, all 
psychic duties, all spiritual duties, but your [pressure] on the Earth should be minimum. 
You should give least pressure on the Earth so that the Earth may not think you are a 
liability to the Earth. Be an asset. So, by touching the Earth with this portion [the toe tip], 
you are giving minimum pressure.”  
A mudrá expresses bháva (ideation) without creating any sound. There are more than 
12,000 mudrás. How do these mudrás originate? According to Yoga philosophy, the source 
of all sound is Paráshakti, which is such a vast entity that it cannot be explained in words. 
The Paráshakti (residing in mula’dhara cakra as kula-kundalinii) is called Madhyama Shakti 
when it crosses sva’dhisthana cakra, Vaekharii Shakti at manipura cakra, Dyotamána 
Shakti at ana’hata cakra and Shrutigocara at vishuddha cakra, translating the mental action 
(ectoplasmic expressions) into words. The characteristic of dance is to use mudrás to give 
expression to Shrutigocara Shakti, without the help of words.  
 

Therapeutic Value of Kaośikii  
Kaośikii, like táńd ́ava, is more of a physical exercise, than a form of dance for 
entertainment. It is considered a sort of panacea for almost all female diseases, and for 
many male diseases in younger boys. It is a medicine for most liver diseases for both men 
and women. It ensures safe deliveries for women, and also checks the advent of old age. It 
is a medicinal exercise. It was intended to have a very good effect on physical body, on 
mind and on the spirit. Kaośikii dance is widely proclaimed as an antidote for twenty-two 
types of diseases and has the following benefits: 
 

*1. It exercises all the glands and limbs from head to foot. 2. It increases longevity. 
3. It makes for easy delivery. 4. The spine will become flexible. 5. Arthritis of the 
spine, neck, waist and other joints will be removed. 6. Gout in the spine, neck, 
hands and waist will be lost. 7. The mind becomes strong and sharp. 8. 
Irregularities in menstruation will be cured. 9. Glandular secretions will become 
regulated. 10. Troubles in the bladder and urethra will be cured. 11. It gives control 
over the limbs. 12. It adds charm and shine to the face and skin. 13. It removes 
wrinkles. 14. It removes lethargy. 15. It cures insomnia. 16. It cures hysteria. 17. 
Fear complexes will be removed. 18. Hopelessness will be lost. 19. It helps in self-
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expression and develops one’s potentiality. 20. Spinal pain, piles, hernia, hydrocele 
in men, nervous pain, and nervous disability will be cured. 21. It cures kidney and 
gall bladder troubles, gastric trouble, dyspepsia, acidity, dysentery, syphilis, 
gonorrhea, obesity, thinness and liver diseases. 22. It increases the capacity to work 
until 75-80 years of age. 

 
It is found that human beings are sometimes affected by various diseases; and frequently 
they are faced with various difficulties with respect to their sádhaná (meditation). These 
impediments may or may not be major. For instance, small diseases like liver trouble may 
cause problems from time to time, and to remove these types of hindrances, the kaośikii 
dance has been invented. The mudras in Yogic dances are primarily meant to first of all 
vibrate the ectoplasmic- stuff (cittánu) which in turn is concentrated at a certain point 
touching the point of the soul, where Supreme Consciousness resides in microcosm. As for 
the benefits, kaośikii is as important as táńd ́ava. Kaośikii encourages women to overcome 
complexes and strengthens the nerves; men can also perform it. Kaośikii is beneficial for 
the entire body from head to toe. It keeps the spine flexible, reduces unnecessary body fat 
and promotes regular menstruation. By reducing pain during delivery, it eases child birth. 
Depending on the individual; it can be danced even during menstruation and until the sixth 
month of pregnancy. Kaośikii also increases longevity, keeping the body fit even until the 
age of 80. It stimulates the heart and circulatory system and creates suppleness in the 
joints, knees, hips, spine, and shoulders. Kaośikii is thus an invaluable health practice 
especially for women, for it develops strength, flexibility and endurance, and by its 
stimulating effect on the spine and nervous system, it strengthens and sharpens the mind 
as well. 
 

Kaośikii Competitions & Public performances 
Kaośikii is beneficial for both men and women. Competition in táńd ́ava and kaośikii is very 
good and encouraging. There should be competitions wherever there are Ananda Margiis. 
There should be competitions even where there are no Ananda Margiis. There is no harm in 
it; rather it is beneficial in all respects. According to Shrii Shrii Anandamurtiiji, “In spiritual 
congregations, táńd ́ava and kaośikii dances should also be performed.” 
 

Dress 
Everything in this universe is characterized by certain colours. Knowingly or unknowingly 
human beings are attracted by different colours. When the human mind becomes strong 
enough not to be affected by any colour, it is called vaerágya [renunciation]. Certain 
colours such as green and chocolate brown are very pleasing to the human eye. These two 
colours have been prescribed for those dancing the kaośikii dance. Chocolate blouse and 
green sari is the prescribed dress for women. Chocolate sleeveless under-shirt and green-
colour shorts is the prescribed dress for men. 
 

Mantra  
It is the natural wont of the mind to take the shape of its object of meditation. If the object 
of worship is crude, say money or any crude thing, the mind takes the shape of that crude 
thing in the course of time. Hence the proverb “As you think so you become. That is why a 
siddha mantra is used in this dance exercise. Ba’ba’ Nam Kevalam mantra implies that 
Supreme Consciousness alone is everything. “Love is All there Is.” 
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Biomechanics of Kaośikii 
By Kaomudii 

 
 
The kaośikii dance involves rhythmic symmetrical movements of both sides of the body and 
as such muscles on both sides of the body are worked equally. Central to the execution of 
this dance from the mechanical viewpoint is the platforms that are being offered by the 
muscles surrounding the lumbopelvic region and the neck. Platforms infer that there exists 
a stable base provided by the contraction of the muscles in these regions. Once the 
platforms are in place, the upper and lower extremities will be able to perform the 
respective movements more efficiently and effectively.  
 

 
 
          a         b                 c              d            e          f 
 

Fig. 1 
 
 
The dance begins with the arms in elevation (fig. 1) and they remain mostly in elevation 
throughout the dance. The shoulder blades (scapulae) which are seated on the back of the 
rib cage will have to be rotated outward on the cage in order to fit the position of the raised 
arm. Since there is no movement of the arms, the scapular muscles are working 
isometrically (holding contraction) and by nature of this type of contraction will help 
increase the endurance of the muscles. These muscles are the trapezius and serratus 
anterior (fig. 2). In Kaośikii the trapezius muscle particularly the upper portion (upper 
trapezius) which has connection to the neck via its attachments are contracted bilaterally 
and because of this, exert an equal bilateral pull on the cervical spine. This helps to 
stabilize the cervical spine as opposed to a unilateral pull which tends to rotate the cervical 
spine slightly to the same side.  
 

 
 

Fig. 2 Muscles around the shoulder girdle 
 
 
In addition, arm elevation clearly aids in the extension of the thoracic spine (upper – mid 
back) which helps to counter the age-related structural changes in the thoracic spine as in 
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kyphosis (rounded upper back). Thoracic extension is also enhanced by the fact that the 
interscapular muscles called the rhomboids (fig. 2) are in a mechanical advantaged position 
to work as thoracic extensors particularly during the second part of the dance (fig. 5). The 
pectoral muscles (fig. 3) will be nicely stretched out during arm elevation and as is the case 
when the trunk is going through extension into hyperextension. 
 
Apart from the scapula, there are muscles attaching the head of the upper arm (humeral 
head) to the shoulder blades (scapulo – humeral muscles). These muscles move the arm in 
within the joint. The deltoid muscle (fig. 2) which moves the arms up from the sides will 
remain in isometric contraction for as long as the arms remain elevated. With the shoulder 
blades being stabilized by the trapezius and serratus anterior muscles as discussed above, 
another scapulo – humeral muscle group called the rotator cuff (they run transversely 
across the shoulder joint - fig. 4) will work to stabilize the shoulder joint in its ideal position 
by helping to keep the head in a downward rotated position. Any movement impairment of 
the scapula will affect the ideal joint positioning and lead to faulty mechanics of the rotator 
cuff. For a person with rotator cuff tendinosis / tendonitis, arm elevation would be a painful 
maneuver to do. Additionally, if the muscles of the shoulder blades are not working 
properly due to weakness, shortening or imprecise timing in its activation, some other 
muscles will start to take over and overload the neck since the neck is closely related to the 
shoulder girdle due to some muscular attachments that connect between the two (see fig. 
2). 
 

    
 
              Fig. 3 Pectoral muscles   Fig. 4 Rotator cuff muscles across  
       the shoulder joint 
 
As mentioned before the platform is an important mechanism. Take for example a tent 
which is held up by a central pole and some guide ropes. The central pole is likened to the 
stabilizers of the neck and the guide ropes are the mobilizers. Without the stabilizers the 
tent will not stand up optimally. The stabilizers are unique in that they attach only from one 
vertebra to the next. Hence its contraction is only to provide stability. The mobilizers 
traverse over several segments and when they contract will bring the two ends of its 
attachments closer together. Working together they provide a mechanism that will protect 
the joints during gross movements. Demonstrating this mechanism, during side bending of 
the body to the right (fig. 1 (a) – (d)), the left neck side flexors are contracting while going 
into forward bend (fig. 5 (a) – (b)) the neck extensors are contracting to counter gravity. 
They continue to work until the trunk is upright again (fig. 5 (b) – (c)).  From the upright 
posture through to hyperextension of the trunk (fig. 5 (c) – (e)), the neck flexors will work 
strongly to keep the head aligned with the rest of the spinal column during the dance. So, 
in Kaośikii the deep neck flexors are called in to stabilize segmentally at the same time the 
mobilizers of the neck are working to execute the gross movements of the neck. 
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                     a          b                 c               d               e 

Fig. 5 
 
As a precaution, it would not be advisable to perform this dance when there is any 
instability in the neck. Vertigo and dizziness will have to be checked and cleared first as it 
may mask an underlying “RED FLAG” condition since extension is particularly vulnerable for 
the neck with these conditions.  
 
In the rib cage / thoracic region, the compression and opening up of the rib cage during 
forward and backward bending respectively as well as lateral bending which causes the ribs 
on the concave side to come together and those on the convex side to separate, provide a 
high degree of rib cage mobilization which in turn enhance the mechanics of respiration. In 
the mid region adjacent to the thoracic spine lies a respiratory reflex zone that when 
stimulated will improve rib cage expansion during respiration. 
It is also worth mentioning that the major lymph nodes of the upper extremities are found 
in the underlying connective tissue of the arm pit. Somatic dysfunction affecting the venous 
return (blood from the vein system) from the upper limb back into the upper thorax region 
may also be impaired. So it would appear that movements occurring at the upper 
extremities / thorax region would mobilize such connective tissues / structures. 
 
During the first phase of the dance the movement (fig. 1) is that of sequential side bending 
of the vertebral column. The left paraspinal muscles (fig. 6) as well as the lateral trunk 
flexors (fig. 7) which are occupying the spaces between the bottom end of the rib cage and 
the pelvis on the sides, work in a lengthening or what is termed “eccentric” contraction in 
stages to effect the side bending movement. On return from side bending they work in a 
shortening or “concentric” contraction against gravity in stages. The eccentric and 
concentric contractions will invariably cause an increased local blood flow to these muscles 
aiding the stretching out of these muscles. Since it is done in stages, the release will be 
more gradual as the muscles can adapt neurally via the reflex loop.  
 

 
Fig. 6 Muscles of the back 

 
(From Kendall & Kendall: Muscles testing & Function, 3rd ed., Williams & Wilkins, 1983) 

Paraspinal muscles 

Hip abductor 

Deep back muscles 
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The second phase of the dance (fig. 5) involves forward and backward bending of the spinal 
column. The paraspinal muscles of the spine will go through a lengthening contraction to 
lower the trunk forward. There is a backward translation of the hips as the trunk flexes 
forward to maintain the body’s centre of mass over the feet. Figure 8 shows the pelvic 
musculature and their relation to one another as they function to check or guide the 
lumbopelvic region by way of counterbalancing the forces of forward bending of the trunk 
to prevent falling over. On the stance leg i.e. the leg which has its foot flat on the ground 
the muscles on the front part of the lower leg (shank) work strongly to resist the backward 
displacement of the shank while the front thigh muscles will work to maintain knee 
extension. The muscles of the back and back of the thigh (of the stance leg) will be 
stretched. 
 

 
 

Fig. 7 
 

(From Kendall & Kendall: Muscles testing & Function, 3rd ed., Williams & Wilkins, 1983) 
 
 
Returning from the forward bent position (fig. 5 (b) – (c)), initially the hip extensors will 
kick in to extend the hip and thereafter will continue to do so concurrently with the 
paraspinal / back muscles. The back muscles will contract to extend the trunk but it is the 
thoracic paraspinal / extensors that induce a majority of torque to extend the thoracic cage 
on the pelvis. From the upright posture going into trunk hyperextension (fig. 5 (c) – (e)), 
there is a strong stretch and contraction of the front abdominal muscle which runs vertically 
down from the sternum to the pubic symphysis (rectus abdominus) (fig. 9). Trunk 
extension is coupled with knee flexion which serves to maintain the body’s centre of mass 
over the feet. The calf (fig. 7) and hamstring muscles (fig. 8) will be active in this case. 
 
In lumbar extension, the back part of the vertebrae will approximate while the front portion 
there will be a distraction of the bony parts (fig. 10). In an unstable lumbar 
spondylolisthesis where there is a forward translation of one vertebra on the other, lumbar 
extension will only make it worse. In spinal stenosis as depicted by a narrowing of the 
spinal canal lumbar extension will further minimize the space. As such, these conditions are 
contraindicated in back extension movements. It can potentially cause numbness or 
paralysis to the lower limbs. As for cases of non specific low back pain without spinal 
instability, then there is no harm with performing kaośikii, but the platforms need to be 
worked on. The subject will most likely experience a lingering ache. 
 
 
                 

Lateral trunk muscles 
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Fig. 8 Pelvic musculature 
 

(From Porterfield & De Rosa, Mechanical low back pain, 1991, WB Saunders) 
 
 
 

                  
 Fig. 9       Fig.10 Lumbar vertebrae extension 
 
 
Interestingly, the “posterior oblique sling” (fig. 11) is activated during extension of the 
spine when both arms are elevated and held together. The posterior oblique sling is 
energized by the coupled action of latissismus dorsi and gluteus maximus (seat muscle) of 
the opposite side. This contraction can directly optimize the stabilization of the pelvic girdle. 
The latissismus dorsi is a postural muscle and therefore like most postural muscles have 
the tendency to shorten. In Kaośikii, this large important muscle will be stretched. 
 
 

                                          
Fig. 11 Back view – posterior sling 

 
   
The lumbopelvic girdle platform is activated throughout the whole sequence of the dance. 
Using the tent as an example, the central pole is represented by the deep muscles of the 
back coupled with the transversus abdominus which wraps around the pelvis like girdle. It 
is reported that the deep structures offer only 10% stability while the mobilizers 90% but 
without this 10%, the lumbar spine will “crumble”.  
 

Rectus abdominus 

Hip abductors 

Gluteus maximus 

Hamstrings 

Latissismus dorsi 

Gluteus maximus 

front 
back 
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There is a rhythmical alternate stamping of the ball of the foot during the dance which 
means that momentarily there is an alternate single leg stance period. The major muscle 
group that is active in the stance leg will be the lateral hip muscle group involving the hip 
abductors. Its purpose is to stabilize the pelvis thus preventing a drop of the pelvis on the 
opposite side. The seat muscle and its opposing group of front thigh muscles will co-
contract to maintain the hip joint in erect posture as and when demanded by the dance. 
The flexors of the toes together with the calf muscles will work strongly to maintain the 
lower leg over the ankle. 
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The History of Kaoshikii  
by Acharya Cittabodhananda Avadhuta 

(Edited version) 
 
On 6 September, at 11:00 pm, Baba called four of us security guards, including one 
Filipino, Suresh. Baba explained that He wanted to teach us a new dance called Kaoshikii. 
He showed us how to do it with His hand and asked us to do it in front of Him. Then He 
said, “Go out with Shankarananda and Ramananda and practice.” So we went out to the 
verandah and practiced for 10 or 15 minutes until He called us back. Together we started 
dancing in front of Him.  
 
Baba instructed that we should bend our bodies 45 degrees to each side, and a maximum 
of 15 degrees to the back. The fingers should touch the ground when bending forward. 
When doing the last two steps, “ta, ta”, the feet should come a little high off the ground 
and then hit the ground flat. Baba taught Shankarananda how to give the commands 
correctly, which should be “Baba-Nam-Baba-Kev-alam.” 
 
Amongst the four of us, He selected me as having the best performance. He told the other 
boys to leave the room. Then Baba said, “Now I want you to make a practical 
demonstration of this dance for sisters. Ramananda, bring a sari. No, wait; he is a man, he 
cannot wear a sari, so bring a dhoti instead.” So Dada did, and then Baba said, “You are 
from Bihar, so put the cloth on like a sari in the Bihari style.” I didn’t have the slightest idea 
how to wear a sari, but as Baba insisted, I vainly tried wrapping the cloth around me. Baba 
stopped me and called me beside Him. Then He perfectly tied the cloth around me in the 
Bihari style. “Now dance Kaoshikii,” He said.  
But every time I bent forward, the end of fell off my shoulder. After dancing, He asked, 
“How did you feel?” I said, “It’s always falling off, Baba.”  
“OK, come here.” Then He dressed me in the Maharastra style. In that style, one end goes 
back through the legs and is tucked in the waist at the back. After dancing, I said, “Baba, 
I’m not feeling comfortable when I bend to the left and right.” 
Then He tied the cloth like a South Indian sari, and finally in the Bengali style. At the end 
He said, “The Bengali style seems the best for this dance.” I agreed, “Yes, Baba, it is the 
most comfortable for Kaoshikii.” (A few days later He announced that the official kaoshikii 
uniform for women should be a maroon sari tied in the Bengali style with a green shirt.) 
“Ramananda, I’m very happy. I want to give something to this boy! Do you have something 
for him?” So Dada brought some sweets from the kitchen. Then Baba asked me to sit on 
His lap and with His own hand He fed me the sweets. He also gave sweets to Dada 
Shankarananda for giving the commands correctly. I cannot describe the happiness and 
bliss I felt sitting in His lap, laughing with Him and eating the sweets. 
 
The next morning He again called me to His room and said, “Yesterday, I fed you sweets, 
but I was not satisfied. You are a historical man. So I would like to give you something 
more. Here is one of my dhotis.” I was very happy and inspired.  
“OK, from now on, you are the trainer and you will teach everybody. I am giving you 
permission for just one day to teach some sisters and to choose the best one as a trainer 
who, from then on, will teach the other sisters.” I taught a few Margii sisters who were 
there. One young sister from Patna, the sister of the wife of advocate Sood in South India, 
was the best, so I appointed her to be the trainer of the sisters.  
From that day, Baba demanded that everyone who went to His room must demonstrate 
Kaoshikii. If they couldn’t do it correctly, Baba scolded them and ordered them to learn 
from me. So every day, from morning till night, I had to teach different dadas and 
brothers. That was my regular duty. 
 
One day Baba asked a boy from Assam to demonstrate Kaoshikii. After finishing, Baba 
asked Dada Dasarath to see the boy’s past life. Dada closed his eyes, and Baba touched 
him, then Dada touched the boy. He said, “Baba, in his last life he was a snake. Somebody 
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killed him while repeating the name of Krsna. So after that he got a human body.” The boy 
was very inspired and later decided to go to WT training.  
On another day, after finishing kaoshikii, Baba asked one dancer, “You have pain in the 
stomach?” He said, “Yes, Baba.” Baba said, “This dance is medicine for you.” 
Then Baba went on tour by plane to the four major cities of India: Calcutta, Delhi, Bombay 
and Madras. He asked me to accompany Him by train to each city with the duty to teach 
everyone how to dance Kaoshikii.  
In Madras, DMC was held in a Hindu temple. The priest there asked me, “Who taught you 
this dance?” I said, “Why do you ask?” He said, “Because you are doing it with such perfect 
action and rhythm and giving such clear commands, so I want to know who is your 
teacher.” I said, “Baba, my Master, taught me this.” He was very amazed. 
During that tour, many brothers went into samadhi after dancing kaoshikii and tán ́́dava at 
my command in front of Baba. 
When the tour was over, I went back to Benares Training Center where I finished my 
training in only one week. I was then posted as a Dist Secretary, but only a week later 
Baba promoted me to be a supervisory Circle level worker. During several RDS reporting 
sessions, Baba would say, “You are a historical man, so you have to do more work!”  
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Kaoshikii Nrtya - The Dance of Mind Expansion 
By Brcii Valaka Ac. 

 
Baba was still in Bankipur jail, when Didis Vanii & Niruttara asked about Tán ́́dava for 
sisters, Didi Vanii asked, "Can sisters do Tán ́́dava"? BABA answered, "You see, biology does 
not want. I want but biology does not want." Later Baba replied to another sister that when 
HE comes out, HE will teach a dance for sisters that will have all the good effects of 
Tán ́́dava but not its bad effects. 
 
It was the night of September 6th,'78 at Baba's quarters. Immediately after HE bid us 
Namaskar after evening darshan and just as HIS wheel chair was going to be moved, 
Aincala said, "Baba, when will you teach us the sisters' dance?" I chimed in, "Baba, we 
really need it." With a wave of HIS hand was HIS chair moved into the house, BABA said, 
"It is under consideration." We found out next day that as soon as the margiis went home, 
BABA called some VSS workers on duty at HIS quarters and directed them how to dance it, 
so that they may teach it to us WTs & LFTs the next day. 
 
That morning, BABA sent word that a group of sisters from India and other countries should 
learn it very well and be prepared to demonstrate it in HIS presence. Needless to say we 
practised & perspired and practised still more in the sweltering Patna heat. 
 
BABA said that its name is 'Kaoshikii Nrtya', the dance of Kaoshikii. BABA asked, "What 
does Kaoshikii mean? I blurted out, BABA, Shivanii", HE waved HIS hand and said, "No, not 
philosophy", Kaoshikii means expansion of the mind. Kaoshik is the male and Kaoshikii is 
female." Kaoshikii Nrtya has all the positive effects of Tán ́́dava minus its negative effects on 
the female physique and psyche. BABA said that brothers can also dance Kaoshikii Nrtya 
but as it benefits women to a greater extent, "It can be called a sisters' dance." He said this 
with a twinkle in HIS eye and a playful smile. Brothers who are advised to do it are those 
who are forbidden to do Tán ́́dava due to spinal pain, hydrocele, piles, nerve pains, kidney 
trouble, gall bladder trouble, gastro-enteritis and other such digestive problems. 
 
 
We asked BABA 2 specific questions: 
 
(1) "If 'Kaoshikii' is female while 'Kaoshik' is male, then why can brothers also do it?' BABA 
asked us to picture a bud in its initial stage and when it has bloomed. HE said that Tán ́́dava 
is most suitable for brothers but it has harmful effects on sisters. Kaoshikii Nrtya remains 
primarily the dance of sisters and Tán ́́dava for brothers. 
 
(2) "If brothers do Kaoshikii Nrtya will they become soft?" (While I  
asked this I kept thinking, "BABA, I do not mean effeminate, but softer within like a 
woman." BABA's mind became serious but soft, as HE answered, "It helps in self-
expression. All over the world, the ladies are subdued; they are the second grade citizens 
in every country. If they do this dance, they will not remain slaves anymore. This is not the 
inner secret of the dance but it is my inner motive." 
 

It's benefit 
BABA said that Kaoshikii Nrtya was evolved considering its impact on the different glands 
and tissues of the body. Pointing to HIS head and feet, BABA said that it was good for the 
body from the head to the toes, from the toes to the head. This exercise for the entire body 
was the best physical exercise. It possesses all the attributes of Tán ́́dava. Likewise, it 
increases longevity, makes child delivery very easy ("She will feel no pain!") and it makes 
the spinal column flexible. If the spinal column is stiff this signals advancing old age.  
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During the first week of daily practice the body will feel very stiff and painful in many parts. 
Many changes are happening at this stage. The 2 forceful steps of TA-TA strengthen the 
knees and the hip joints. It also lessens unnecessary body fat. Generally after 35 years old, 
women in hot countries gain much weight, in cold countries after 39 years old.  
 
After the first day when we learned it and spent many hours teaching other sisters how to 
do it, we were quite tired as if we had done rather extensive sports the day before-tired 
and achy but feeling tight and strong. 
 

Ideation 
BABA expounded on the ideation of Kaoshikii Nrtya. "One ideates on the link between the 
microcosm and the macrocosm. Tán ́́dava has a different ideation. In Kaoshikii Nrtya the 
Microcosm is trying its best to find the relationship between the Self and the Macrocosm. 
This process is commonly known as mysticism. "Kaoshikii" pertains to the innermost self of 
the individual. The self of the individual is hidden within the innermost kosas-the innermost 
layers of existence. Kaoshikii Nrtya is like blossoming. First comes Kaoshikii then Bhaeravii, 
then Bhavanii." 
 
Ready Position: Arms down at the sides of the body. Feet must be in natural stance. On 
"Ready" arms come up as in Diirgha Pranam and join in Namah mudra. (Thumbs side by 
side and not crossed)  
 
Side Movements: To Right 5 dhins  
On 1st dhin, bend from the waist and move arms down. At the same time cross right foot 
at the back of the left foot, i.e. right big toe as in Lalita kiirtan, then step right foot to the 
right.  
On 2nd dhin bend farther down. At the same time cross left foot at the back of the right 
foot, as in Lalita kiirtan, then step left foot to the left.  
On the 3rd dhin, bend farther. At the same time, cross right foot at the back of left foot. as 
in Lalita then step right foot to the right. (continues up to 16th dhin).  
On the 4th dhin move back tip (half of the full angle) while feet continue Lalita steps.  
On the 5th dhin arms are back to overhead Diirgha Prana’m position while feet, continue 
Lalita steps. There is no pause with the movements of the feet. 
 
Side Movements: To Left 5 dhins 
Repeat the same process to the left for 1 then 6th to 10th dhins. 
 
Front Movement: 3 dhins 
On the 11th dhin arms move down to waist level. Keep the back straight. Feet continue as 
in Lalita. 
On the 12th dhin bend from the waist forward and touch the tips of the middle fingers of 
the foot (or toe). Feet movements continue as in Lalita dance. 
On 13th dhin, arms come up over head as in Diirgha Pranam. 
 
Back Movements : 3 dhins 
On 14th dhin bend backward carrying, arms likewise.  
On 15th dhin bend back more carrying back arms likewise. 
On 16th dhin straighten up with arms overhead in Diirgha Pranam. 
 
Mark Time Stamps: TA-TA 
Keeping arms overhead, bring right foot down emphatically on the first 'TA' then the left on 
TA. (Left foot equally emphatically on 2nd TA.) 
(Note: On TA-TA the flat of the foot should be parallel to the ground, not the heel or ball of 
the foot first.) 
Do 2, 3 or more courses of 16 'Dhins'& 2 'TAs' each, as you please. When the speed 
accelerates, then the calling 'Baba Nam Kevalam' begins. The movements remain the same 
but the calling 'Baba Nam Kevalam' is different: 
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Ist 5 'dhins' to the right ; then to left 
1 Baba 2 Nam 3 Baba 4 -Kev 5 alam 
 
6 7 8 9 10 
3 dhins to the front, to back 
 
11-Baba 12 -Nam 13 Baba 
14 15 16 
 
TA-TA becomes kev-alam. 
  
According to Baba the word Kevalam is rightly divided as Kev+alam, not Ke+ valam.*  
 
Baba said that HE has given only 1 Mudra (Namah Mudra) in this dance. Touching the tips 
of HIS 2 middle fingers together, HE told us that both tips should be together touching the 
floor when one bends forward and down on the 12th dhin. 
 
All arm movements and stops should be pronounced and not in one flow. For example 
when one bends 10 degrees to the right, then 10 degrees further down cut the movement 
at 10 degrees, then 20 degrees with a slight jerk. The farthest down one bends to the sides 
and the back is 30 degrees. 
 
Baba emphasized that on the TA-TA, the entire flat of the feet should be parallel with the 
ground. This is similar to the- "Mark time" of marching. So that we do not miss the point 
HE flexed HIS foot to show us how the foot is in Tán ́́dava, i e. how it is not like this in 
Kaoshikii Nrtya. Neither does the ball of the foot land first followed by the heel, nor vice-
versa. The right foot comes down first, not left first, because generally right is the stronger 
of the two. Baba then asked us to note that most of the movements in one course of 16 
dhins and 2 Ta's occur above the waist and only the 2 Ta's are below the waist. 
 
Depending on the sister's corporal condition, she can dance Kaoshikii Nrtya as much as she 
so desires. If one feels comfortable dancing during menstruation, then one may do so. 
Pregnant women may also dance up to an advanced stage of pregnancy, again depending 
on the physical condition of the individual, if the dance does not cause discomfort. It can 
even ease the delivery and prevent the feeling of pain. 
 
Very small children can dance Kaoshikii Nrtya and ladies who do this dance regularly will 
remain fit and healthy until the age of eighty. So for two days sisters danced and danced 
and taught Kaoshikii Nrtya to the other sisters who also danced and danced. Then a group 
of sisters from different countries danced it before BABA.  
 
Asha from Sweden writes on that Special Day: 
 
We were standing outside BABA's room, myself. Aincala, from Switzerland and two Indian 
sisters, Diipika and Chaya Devii. After a short while Dada Ramanandaji came out from the 
room and told us that now we could go inside. We all went in and did Pranam in front of 
BABA who was half lying on His bed. He sat up, did Namaskar and BABA told us to come 
closer. I and Aincala sat down next to His bed, the Indian sisters behind us.  
 
BABA smiled then He becoming serious started to explain some more things, about 
Kaoshikii Nrtya. He started to compare Tán ́́dava and Kaoshikii and also a short explanation 
about the ideation. When BABA had finished, we stood up and Aincala commanded, 
"Ready", We started to dance "BABA NAM BABA KEV ALAM". Then Dada Ramanandaji 
stopped us saying that one should always start with "Dhin Dhin" and then go over to "BABA 
NAM KEVALAM".  
 
So we started again. This time with 'Dhin, Dhin', BABA was looking at us very seriously. We 
danced for some time and stopped. We did Pranam and were ready to leave when Baba 
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started to talk. We came closer to Him and sat down. He started to explain why we should 
start with 'Dhin, Dhin' and not 'Baba Nam Kevalam', and said that our movements were 
correct. Then He asked Dada Ramananda about our names and for every name, Baba was 
smiling and making some small comment. Baba did Namaskar and we all answered, did 
Pranam and went out from His room. 
 
Outside we all just embraced each other laughing. Now we had done our duty, for all 
sisters in the world. We had performed the dance in front of Baba. May we were not 
completely correct, but we realized that to find out the right thing one has to make 
mistakes. So now we sisters have a most beautiful dance to perform ideating that we all 
the time are dancing in front of our dearest Baba. 
  
 
* [In Shabda Cayanika, however, we find a different explanation about the 
derivative of the word kevala as ke+vala. Ke means expressed universe and vala 
means that which covers, so kevala means that which is omnipresent. Another 
meaning is Only] 
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 Yogic Dances & Therapeutic Claims – Tán ́́dava Revisited 
Compiled by Acharya Shambhushivananda Avadhuta 

 
 
History 
Tán ́́dava was originally invented and taught about 7000 years ago by the great Indian Yogi 
Shivá. That is why He is called Nat ́arája: Nádatanunát ́esham ́[“The One whose very body is 
made out of the náda – the primordial sound – is the Lord of the Dance.”]. In September 
1971, Bábá Shrii Shrii Anandamurtijii began to teach it to his followers and revived it as a 
daily dance-exercise for men. This revival is also not a small achievement. The revised 
Tán ́́dava has its own beauty due to incorporation of siddha-mantra and other simplifications 
that have been made. Historically, Shivá’s Tán ́́dava is understood as a vigorous dance that 
represents the cycle of creation, preservation and dissolution. Due to the power of Tán ́́dava 
dance, Shivá has been sometimes known as the Lord of Destruction. 
 
Meaning 
In Sanskrit, tańd ́u means “of jumping habit”. For example, when rice is prepared from 
paddy [in the traditional rural way] the paddy and rice jump. Because of this, rice is called 
tańd ́ulam in Sanskrit. Tańd ́u plus the suffix sna makes táńd ́ava, the dance where jumping 
is the main thing. Tán ́́dava is the fundamental step, “the primordial pace”, of all oriental 
dances. It may be done individually or collectively. 
 
Characteristics of Tán ́́dava Dance 
According to scholars, “Characteristics of the Tán ́́dava Dance” have been described in the 
fourth chapter of Bharat Muni’s Nát ́ya Shastra, which is referred to as the fifth Veda and 
an expression of Lord Shivá’s eternal dance - Tán ́́dava. It says that Shivá’s Tán ́́dava is 
embellished with 108 káranás and the 32 anghaharas – the composite parts of the 
dance. Bharat Muni further says that Mahayogi Shivá conceived the dance, as he was very 
much fond of dancing every evening. Shivá further mentioned that 108 kárnás included in 
Tán ́́dava could be employed in the course of dance, fight, and personal combats and in 
other special movements like strolling. 
 
Types of Tán ́́dava  
Some scholars believe that there are seven different types of Tán ́́dava. The Tán ́́dava 
performed with joy is called Ananda Tán ́́dava and that which is performed in violent mood 
is called Rudra Tán ́́dava. The other types of tán ́́dava identified are Tripura Tán ́́dava, 
Sandhya Tán ́́dava, Samara Tán ́́dava, Kaali Tán ́́dava, Uma Tán ́́dava and Gauri Tán ́́dava. 
However, there are few people who believe that there are 16 types of Tán ́́dava. 
Anandamurtijii has prescribed three types of Tán ́́dava for a common man. “In táńd ́ava, the 
knees must cross the navel. When they cross the navel it is called Brahma ta´n´d´ava. 
When they cross the ana’hata [mid-point of the chest] it is called Vis’n’u  Ta´n´d´ava. 
When they cross this portion [indicates the throat], it is called Rudra  Ta´n´d´ava. It is 
very difficult to dance Rudra ta´n´d´ava.” 
 
Significance of Shivá's Tán ́́dava Nritya 
According to religious scholars, the cosmic dance of Shivá, called Anandatán ́́dava, meaning, 
“The Dance of Bliss” symbolizes the cosmic cycles of creation and destruction, as well as 
the daily rhythm of birth and death. The dance is a pictorial allegory of the five principle 
manifestations of eternal energy – creation, destruction, preservation, salvation, and 
illusion. According to learned scholar, Coomerswamy, the dance of Shivá also represents 
his five activities namely, Shrishti - creation, evolution; Sthiti - preservation, support; 
Samhara - destruction, evolution; Tirobhava – illusion; Anugraha - release, emancipation, 
grace. The overall temper of the image is paradoxical, uniting the inner tranquility, and 
outside activity of Shivá. 
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System of Performing Tán ́́dava as Taught by Anandamurtiiji 
The dance is performed by vigorous jumping from one foot to the other, the knee of the 
raised leg crossing one of three selected points-the navel, the heart, or the throat. 
 
Steps: 

1. Caller says: Ready: Stand on the ball of the foot, arms stretched out to the sides 
holding the symbols. 

2. Caller says: 1,2,3 Jump: Jump and while doing so, bump the chest with the knees, 
landing on the ball of the foot in squatting position, your thighs pointing in a way to 
create a wide V angle. 

3. Caller says: Tá, Tá Dhin Tá: Jump on “dhin”; land on ball of the foot not touching 
heels to floor. 

4. Caller says: Tá, Tá, Dhin, Tá: On the last Tá, jump up and cock your right foot up to 
the left and begin the dance on the next call. 

5. Caller says: Tá, Tá, Dhin, Tá: On the first Tá, you jump to your right foot and bring 
the left foot up; on the second “Tá, you bring your left knee higher as you hop on 
your right foot (your knee should go above your waist). For the Dhin Tá Tá, you 
repeat the process of jumping to your left leg. Hop once and swing the leg to each 
side. 

6. The dance is in three phases of constant acceleration:  
tá, tá, dhin, tá…tá, tá, dhin dhin…dhin, dhin dhin, dhin 
Chant Bábá Nám Kevalam in harmony with the rhythm and speed of dance. 

7. To end the dance, the caller yells: “Stop” and the dancer comes to a halt, standing 
straight on the ball of the foot. 

8. Caller says: Final Pose 1,2,3: Jump and the dancer makes a final jump first, into a 
squatting position  resting on the ball of the foot and then standing up while 
bringing the arms down to the sides and heels down. 

9. Store or remove the symbols used and do Namaska’r or if possible, sing or keep 
ideation of Ba’ba’ Nam Kevalam. 

Note: “The heel of the foot is related to the sound tá, the ball of the foot to the sound 
dhin.” 
 
Duration 
To be danced at least twice a day at the end of meditation or asanas, for a period of five 
minutes. If possible, it can be practiced for a longer period also. During competitions, it 
may be practiced as long as possible without compromising the posture of dancing. 
Tán ́́dava is not necessarily an easy exercise for everyone to do. According to 
Anandamurtiiji, as many people as possible should practice tán ́́dava. Those who are a bit 
old should practice it twice a day at the time of their spiritual practices. As far as young 
people are concerned, they may practice it as much as they can. Tán ́́dava competitions 
could be organized for young and old separately. 
 
Symbols & Dress 
While dancing Tán ́́dava, the left hand holds a snake, skull or fire (mashála or a torch). A 
skull is held facing straight forward with the middle finger extended into the cranium, from 
below. A torch is held straight out as an extension of the arm. And as per the rule, during 
the day, if one so desires, one may use a live snake in place of the skull; and at night one 
may use a fire mashála [torch] or a d ́amaru [small drum]. The right hand holds a sword, 
knife, trishula (trident), lathi (staff) or pinaka (small drum). A sword or trident is held 
perpendicular to the arm as if ready to throw. Ideally, a dancer wears an orange lungii (a 
six-foot piece of cloth tied around the waist) and often ankle-bells tied to ankles. 
 
Symbolism 
Tán ́́dava is a heroic dance, showing the fight between life and death. Wherever there is 
want of fight, whenever one surrenders before an evil force, one is sentimentally dead. The 
knife represents life, represents our vital stamina, and the skull is a symbol of death, decay 
and waning. We fight with a weapon represented by a knife, a trishula (trident) etc. So 
Tán ́́dava represents the eternal fight, the fight for survival, the fight to maintain existence, 
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the fight to establish oneself as a man in this world. The right hand holds things which are 
symbols representing the life force of the sharpened and vigilant mind; aesthetic and 
discriminative sense. The left hands hold things that represent the fear of death. When 
fighting darkness, shall we carry darkness in our pockets, or carry a torch? Certainly a 
torch. This is the significance of inner spirit of Tán ́́dava. 
The spirit of Tán ́́dava is expressed in the sentiment “I will face the fear of death, which 
surrounds me on all sides, and overcome it with the power of the life force of my mind. No 
force will deter me from the goal. No evil tendency, no enemy, no bondage can shake my 
determination to be victorious.” In the words of Shrii Shrii Anandamurtiiji, the inner 
motivation of Tán ́́dava is the following: “Destruction is inevitable, but I will continue to fight 
against destruction through struggle. So there is a skull in one hand and a dagger in the 
other. The skull represents destruction, and the dagger represents fight. The underlying 
feeling is “I will not surrender to destruction or death. I will continue the struggle with this 
dagger.” Hands placed at 90° indicate the strength of the arms of the dancer. Tán ́́dava 
expresses the spirit of strength and vigour. They are straight, meaning thereby that they 
are ready to fight death. One hand, holding a skull or fire or a snake, represents death, 
while the other hand is holding a dagger, which represents the spirit to fight death. Now 
this dance was invented by Sadáshivá to help yogiis maintain their physical and psychic 
purity. 
 
Cautions 
1. Men must wear a lungota (tight underwear). 
2. This dance is prohibited for women due to certain physiological constraints. (As for 
benefits, kaośikii is as beneficial for women). 
3. Tán ́́dava is a mandatory dance for all spiritual functions and public processions. 
 

Science behind Tán ́́dava: 
Tán ́́dava has a masculinizing effect. It stimulates the adrenal cortex, which secretes male 
hormones. These hormones in turn stimulate the testes to produce testosterone, the 
hormone responsible for “maleness”’, i.e., secondary male characteristics; in comparison to 
women, more bodily hair, lower voice, enhanced development of skeletal muscles and 
bones, and a greater degree of aggressiveness. Tán ́́dava also stimulates the entire 
circulatory system, the heart, and lungs and the muscles of the feet, lower leg, thigh, 
pelvis, back, neck and arms. Its regular practice reduces the possibility of heart attack, 
high blood pressure and lung atrophy. Most importantly, Tán ́́dava is a therapeutic aid for 
developing virility, vitality and courage. Tán ́́dava can grant clarity of mind and inner peace. 
It may contribute to longevity also. Tán ́́dava is an all-corporal exercise, an exercise for the 
entire body, including the brain. There are intellectual exercises for the brain, but hardly 
any physical exercise. In fact, Tán ́́dava is the only physical exercise for the brain by which 
nerve cells become strengthened. And among all dances, it is the best. 
 
Significance of Bábá Nám Kevalam Mantra 
The spiritual idea behind Yoga is that there is only One Noumenal (primordial) Entity and 
this creation is the phenomenal effect. Whatever happens in the material stratum, abstract 
or astral stratum or in the causal stratum, the singular source is One and that is the 
dearest entity for all created beings. Dearest in Sam ́skrta is Bábá. That is why; it may be 
called Bábá of the universe. Bábá also means Father, Supreme Father. Within the scope of 
infinite space, and without the scope of infinite space, Supreme Consciousness is the 
Singular entity. So nothing is outside of Him. So that alone is the only goal, only 
Desideratum, and for That Entity we can say, “Bábá Nám Kevalam”. That is, “I am 
taking the name of that Singular Entity. Love is All there is.” Kevalam means only; 
so, only the name of that Noumenal Entity because that consciousness is the only 
Noumenal entity and there is no second Entity. So there is no alternative but to move and 
dance and sing around That Entity. We may call it our Cosmic Father, Cosmic Progenitor. 
Just as the earth, Saturn and Mars are moving and dancing around the sun, we also can 
dance to the tune of that Supreme Father. In the words of Shrii Shrii Anandamurtiiji, “This 
is a very sweet subject. For “matter”, the Sam ́skrta term is Jad ́a, and for “abstract” the 
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Sam ́skrta term is Bháva, and for “astral” the Sam ́skrta term is Sámánya, and for 
“noumenal” it is Múlakárańa. Bábá Nám Kevalam relates to that Múlakárańa – the 
primordial causal entity”. In Yogic dances as taught by Shrii Shrii Anandamurtiiji, this 
mantra has been incorporated for bestowing spiritual benefits of the dance to the 
practitioners. 
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Neuromechanics of Tán ́́dava 
By Kaomudii 

 
The tán ́́dava dance involves fast ballistic joint motions and high force generation in the 
lower extremity muscles. Certain jumps in tán ́́dava are used in plyometrics like the tuck 
jump, heel to butt jump and squat jump. Plyometrics is a type of training to increase 
power, strength and speed in movement. These jumps are quick powerful movements 
involving an eccentric contraction immediately followed by a powerful concentric 
contraction. This sequence is referred to as stretch - shortening cycle (SSC). Muscles have 
a spring-like property where energy can be stored and transferred. When a muscle is 
lengthened, energy is released as heat, but some energy is stored in the muscles and 
tendons to be used in its subsequent contraction. A greater jump height is observed when 
SSC mechanism is activated (Kurokawa et al, 2003) Eccentric contraction is a lengthening 
contraction normally active during lowering of a limb whereby control is needed to counter 
the effects of gravity. Concentric contraction involves shortening of the muscle.  
 
These movements stimulate the body’s nervous system. As was mentioned, fast ballistic 
joint motions are involved and therefore will require a specific fast twitch (FT) muscle to 
perform the action. And in the body, the muscles used for jumping are predominantly FT 
type. But not everybody is endowed with the same amount of FT fibers in the same muscle. 
So does that mean that the person with less FT fiber loses out? Not at all. It all depends on 
the efficiency of the nervous system as to how fast it can call on all available motor units to 
contract within the time frame of the ballistic motion. A jump takes 2 seconds while 
ordinarily an average person can only recruit 50% of the available motor units in 4-6 sec. 
So if the nervous system is capable of recruiting nearly all of the FT fibers then they will 
tend to have a superior performance and the more one trains, the efficiency of the nervous 
system improves. Therefore, tán ́́dava dance is indeed invigorating. 
 

    
                            Fig. 1                   Fig. 2 
 
Dancer begins with body weight balanced on the toes with arms stretched out to sides 
reinforcing the balance (fig. 1). Standing on balls of the feet will load the plantar flexors 
isometrically. It will result in better stability of feet on landing and greater reduction in 
forces in the heels on landing (Jahnsen, 1996). The paraspinal muscles of the back are 
contracting isometrically to stabilize the vertebral column. Propulsion is generated from a 
slight push from the ankles, calves, knees and hips. A push through the surface from the 
balls of feet will finally propel the dancer into flight. A slight knee bent before take off 
utilizes the stretch – shortening cycle (SSC) where there is a preliminary downward 
movement by flexing the knees and hips and then immediately extending the knees and 
hips again. Knee extensors will fire strongly to stop the downward movement and to start 
the push off. The elastic energy stored in the tendinous components of these pre stretched 
muscles will give a considerable amount of energy at take off thereby increasing the force 
of their subsequent contraction. The muscles that are pre-stretched are the hip extensors, 
knee extensors, the plantar flexors of the ankles which are situated on the back part of the 
lower leg. The plantar flexors extend the foot downwards. The plantar flexors are 
gastrocnemius, soleus, toe flexors, Tibialis Posterior and the peroneii. 
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Fig. 3  Muscles of the lower extremity 

 
 
 
Hubbley et al (1982) reported that average relative contributions of the ankle, hips and 
knees muscles were approximately 23%, 28% and 49% respectively during maximal 
vertical jump motion. At the ankle, almost half the work is done by the gastrocnemius 
muscle. The stress across the knee joint is about the 24 times the body weight. 
(Palastanga, Field &Soames, 1994).  
 
While airborne, dancer strongly bends his knees (fig. 2), forcefully pressing the heels 
towards the butt in the air via the concentric contraction of the hamstring muscles. By 
bending the hips the efficiency of the hamstrings as knee flexors increases due to its pre 
stretch tension generating properties. There is a co – contraction of the hip extensors and 
flexors to stabilize the hip joint during this forceful knee bend motion. Now dancer is 
making preparation to land on the toes into the deep squat position. The knees will have to 
straighten to bring the feet forward to prepare for landing which is the work of the eccentric 
contraction of the hamstrings. 
 
At the terminal airborne phase series of neuromuscular activities unfolds. Pre-landing 
muscle activity plays an important role as it must prepare the muscle tendon complex for a 
rapid forceful stretch occurring after foot contact and throughout subsequent joint 
rotations. Many authors concur that there is increased activity in knee extensors and 
flexors, Tibialis anterior, peroneii and gastrocnemius – soleus complex but more 
pronounced in the ankle joints as demonstrated by a co-contraction of soleus – Tibialis 
Anterior (back and front muscles of the ankle joint) at the ankle joints occurring before and 
after touchdown which is a spinal reflex triggered by ankle joint rotation. This co-
contraction mechanism is responsible for increasing ankle joint stiffness to assist with force 
absorption. As the toes impact the ground, there is simultaneous hip and knee flexion. 
Landing on toes in the bent hips, knees and ankles position (fig. 4) help spread out the 
impact on landing but muscle work is greater across the hip joint in the deep squat landing 
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position as compared to landing in the erect posture. The landing involves the delicate 
placement of feet which requires a high degree of kinesthetic awareness of the joints in 
space. This phase develops balance while making subtle neuromuscular adjustments that 
prepare the body for its subsequent loads. Marco Santello, an expert on Biomechanics on 
jump landing and EMG from Arizona State University summarized in his 2005 literature 
review in Gait & Posture that prior to foot contact, there is co-activation of the muscle fiber 
motor neuron and muscle spindle which leads to the modulation of the reflex muscle 
activation throughout the stretch of the muscle-tendon complex (fig. 5). It further deduced 
that in post landing that is after the feet strike the ground that reflex mechanisms possibly 
overlaps with the greater central control of muscle force during ballistic joint motions. In 
another study, he inferred how visual, vestibular (a balancing organ) and proprioceptive 
information is integrated to allow a safe and effective absorption of kinetic energy after 
touchdown. 
 
 

            
  
    Fig. 4 Deep squat                   Fig. 5 Muscle reflex action 
  
Next, dancer will jump up again from deep squat position almost immediately after landing 
and bring the knees toward the chest. The predominant feature of jumping from a deep 
squat position is that there is primarily isometric loading of the knee extensors. This allows 
for adaptation of the muscle spindles (structure within the muscle belly which is stretch 
sensitive leading to regulation of muscle tone) during the loading and resulting in increased 
sensitivity during landing. Consequently the knee muscle will require shorter time to 
stabilize the knee joint. The biomechanics of the take off has already been discussed except 
that taking of from a deep squat position does not utilize the SSC. The muscles of the 
thighs, buttock and plantar flexors are stretched too long that there is very little elastic 
energy stored in them. Hip and knee extensors and plantar flexors will extend the 
respective joints followed by a strong concentric contraction of the hip flexor muscles with a 
simultaneously lengthening of the seat muscle to tuck the knees towards the chest. The 
antagonist muscle reflex will have to precisely timed to inhibit any seat muscle contraction 
(fig. 5). The abdominal muscles help stabilize the pelvic girdle during this maneuver by 
counteracting forward tilt of the pelvis as the hip flexors pull onto the lumbar spine. 
Consequently, a stable pelvis acts as the firm base upon which the hip flexors move the 
legs explosively at the hip joint. With the hips going into flexion, the hamstrings again 
become a better knee flexor resulting in the knees to chest position. From this position, 
dancer will extend the lower limbs and once more prepare to land with knees bent to 
absorb the impact as feet land flat on the ground. The final posture is erect. 45% of the 
muscle work is across the knees while 40% is across the hips in a flat feet landing. The foot 
is now rigid again to withstand the weight bearing forces and Tibialis posterior and soleus 
muscles will contract to control the feet arches from flattening too much as the impact on 
loading will certainly jam the  arches flat without any muscular control. 
 
Dancer will then raise alternate bent leg crossing the midline of the body towards the 
opposite arm pit (fig. 6) with a rhythmical opposite flat foot and high leg lift- foot flat-foot 
spring-flat foot accompanied by opposite high leg lift. These are single leg jumps which 
means that there is increase force in the muscles of the jumping leg (muscle velocity in the 
single leg jump will be lower as compared to a double leg jump). Moreover, the body 
weight is now distributed over one leg so the muscles will have a higher active state of 
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contraction at the start position (Bobbert et al, 2006). Prior to the leg lifts, there is pre-
innervation of the core stability muscles provided by the deep abdominals as well as the 
deep back muscles to support the spine and pelvic girdle. The mobilizers of the trunk 
namely the abdominal obliques will contract isometrically to further stabilize the erect torso 
thus enabling the leg to forcefully flex as worked by the hip flexor  and adduct (crossing 
mid line of the body) as worked by the adductor muscle (situated on the inner thigh). All 
the muscles on the stance leg will work isometrically to hold the body up in space and 
particularly the lateral hip muscle to avoid an opposite drop of the pelvis. This continues for 
as long as the sequence continues. 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 6 
 
 
 
The mechanics of the concluding part of the dance is as previously discussed. 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 


